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Abstract: Scarcity of resources, structural change during the further development of renewable
energy sources, and their corresponding costs, such as increasing resource costs or penalties due
to dirty production, lead industrial firms to adapt ecological actions. In this regard, research on
energy utilization in production planning has received increased attention in the last years, resulting
in a large number of research articles so far. With the paper at hand, we review the literature on
energy-oriented production planning. The aim of this study is to derive similar core issues and
related properties along energy-oriented models within hierarchical production planning. For this,
we carry out a systematic literature review and analyze and synthesize 375 research articles. We
classify the underlying literature with a novel two-dimensional classification scheme and identify
three key topics and five frequently found characteristics, which are presented in detail throughout
this article. Based on these results, we state several potentials for further research.

Keywords: literature review; energy; production planning

1. Introduction

Aside from sustainable production in general, one major concern is the use of energy
in industrial production. To address this, research differentiates between two ways of
increasing energy efficiency within industrial production. One possibility lies in the
investment of new energy-efficient production machines, as well as in the design of new
production processes. The other way lies in energy-oriented production planning (EOPP).
While the former approaches related to technology investments usually go along with
high costs, production planning allows improvements regarding energy utilization in the
short term and with little investment costs, making it especially interesting for practice and
research (see [1–4]). A consideration of risk management associated with energy-oriented
production planning can be found, for instance, in [5].

For industrial production planning, the concept of hierarchical production planning,
as stated in [6] and further proposed by [7], is well known in research and industrial practice.
Along different planning levels, i.e., aggregate production planning, master production
scheduling, lot sizing, and scheduling, the main goal is a harmonization between long-term
decisions based on rather aggregated information and short-term decisions that are precise
to the second while limited capacities of resources are considered. A detailed description
can be found in [8]. In summary, hierarchical production planning addresses various issues
in production for time horizons of several years to only a few hours.

Previous research identified over 350 published research papers in the context of
energy-oriented production planning dealing with various subjects and circumstances
across the different levels of the planning hierarchy (see [9]).
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Based on these considerations, in the present work, we look at the following two
research questions (RQ):

RQ1: Is it possible to narrow down the existing articles on energy-oriented production
planning to a small number of key topics that are addressed?
RQ2: Can similar characteristics be found in the literature regarding the planning problems
that enable improved energy efficiency?

In answering these two questions, the article at hand provides an overview on the
state of the art of energy-oriented production planning. Through topic bundling and a
detailed analysis on elementary characteristics of planning problems used to improve
energy efficiency, a completely new classification scheme is presented. In addition, a large
share of the research articles on EOPP found are cited throughout the article and open
research questions are discussed.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In the next chapter, the scope of
this work is presented and distinguished from existing literature articles. In Section 3, we
present the review methodology outlined for the literature search and analysis. Section 4
presents a classification scheme derived on the basis of 375 research papers. Thereby, we
describe 171 of these articles and link them to the classification scheme. After introducing
key topics in Section 4.1, commonly found characteristics within energy-oriented produc-
tion planning models are discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 5, we provide numerical
analyses of the examined literature and provide an outlook on further research potential.
This article ends with a conclusion.

2. Review of Existing Works

The research proposed in this article aims to present an overview of energy-oriented
production planning. In the past, several review articles were published on produc-
tion planning approaches that integrated energy aspects. Ref. [2] presented a review on
energy-efficient production scheduling. In their article, the authors classified 87 schedul-
ing approaches published between 1990 and 2014. For this, the authors developed a
research framework for analyzing and categorizing scheduling models in terms of ener-
getic coverage, energy supply, and energy demand. They discussed applications along the
energy conversion chain that could be influenced by scheduling and aligned scheduling
approaches to three interacting systems, namely, external conversion systems (by the en-
ergy provider), internal conversion systems, and the production system of a manufacturing
company (as the energy user).

The work from [10] focused on sustainable manufacturing and discussed ecological
aspects not only of energy in production, but also regarding emissions and waste. Af-
ter defining sustainable manufacturing operation scheduling with respect to input and
output, the literature was classified by means of input (e.g., energy) and output (e.g.,
waste and pollution), optimization criteria, and scheduling methods (proactive, reactive,
or hybrid). Thereby, 33 energy-oriented articles on short-term production planning were
included. The authors concluded that mainly energy was addressed in sustainable pro-
duction planning and suggested, among other points, linking different planning levels
and considering multidisciplinary approaches for an improvement in terms of sustainabil-
ity. The authors of [11] reviewed the literature on sustainable manufacturing and took
into account the triple-bottom-line pillars of sustainability—economical, ecological, and
social—in production. In total, they analyzed 50 articles that addressed sustainability in
production scheduling and classified them in terms of manufacturing model, sustainable
objectives, and constraints, as well as model type and solution methods. They defined
six pairings that served to evaluate if a scheduling model was sustainable: economic-
oriented objective and environment-oriented objective, economic-oriented objective and
social-oriented objective, economic-oriented objective and environment-oriented constraint,
economic-oriented objective and social-oriented constraint, environment-oriented objective
and economic-oriented constraint, and social-oriented objective and economic-oriented
constraint. Thereby, a sustainable scheduling model must include at least one of these
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sustainable links. Regarding energy in production, their analysis showed that electric
power consumption and energy costs are the most-used indicators.

With an emphasis on energy-oriented simulation in production and logistics in general,
Ref. [12] introduced an online database to provide an overview of relevant research and
application approaches regarding energy in manufacturing and logistics. So far, more than
200 articles are included in this literature database.

In [3], energy-efficient scheduling approaches in intelligent production systems were
reviewed. A total of 90 papers on production scheduling published between 2003 and
2019 were analyzed in terms of shopfloor category, model and solution approach, objective
criteria, and energy consumption aspects. Based on this cataloguing, the authors provided
various numerical analyses of different specifications along energy-oriented production
scheduling. Ref. [1] assigned 89 papers on energy-efficient production planning along
the levels of hierarchical production planning and, thus, expanded the scope of mid-term
master production scheduling and capacity planning, as well as lot-sizing approaches.
With their work, the authors examined the literature on energy-efficient production plan-
ning from a technical and model-driven view and presented a detailed description of
published decision support models that included energy aspects. In addition, every article
was catalogued regarding shopfloor type, energy objectives and constraints, energy pricing,
and modeled energy utilization.

The article by [13] continued the work from [1,2] and gave an update on reviewing
energy-aware decision support models in production. The authors analyzed 192 articles
published between 2016 and early 2020. A distinction was made between elements within
the production environment, titled as a ‘system boundary’, and the energy market as an
external energy source. In presenting an extensive literature classification scheme, ten
dimensions and their attributes were described, which addressed energy supply, energy
demand, and energy storage, as well as several modeling aspects. In terms of recent
trends and future research potential in energy-oriented production planning, Ref. [13] took
up three categories—the system boundary, conceptualization, and practical relevance—
and included further descriptions of onsite generation and multiple forms of energy, layout,
and process planning, assembly line balancing, the consideration of dynamic machine
environments, and the integration of transportation processes.

While the outlined review articles provide valuable findings on research regarding
energy-oriented production planning, to the best of our knowledge, we presume that the
two research questions raised in Section 1 are still unanswered. With respect to the first
research question, we propose three key topics. In contrast to the introduction of three
dimensions related to energy-efficient scheduling by [2], we expand the scope on mid-term
planning and distinguish between ecological- and economic-oriented integration of energy
in production planning. Other than [13], we take into account literature published between
1983 and 2021 and describe the different variations grouped in each class in detail.

Regarding research question 2, we could not find a detailed analysis of the assumptions
and circumstances that allow increased energy efficiency through production planning
in any of the cited review papers. Therefore, the present article attempts to provide a
precise description of commonly found characteristics in the literature on energy-oriented
production planning.

Consequently, in this article, we address these issues by means of a literature review.
While the work from [1] comes close to the paper at hand by taking into account energy
orientation in both mid-term and short-term levels within hierarchical production planning,
we rather seek to give an aggregated overview instead of describing every approach in
detail—which, then again, is similar to the article by [2]. Although comparable work was
provided in [13], our focus is on analyzing almost the entire literature base on energy-
oriented production planning published so far and on synthesizing common objectives
and characteristics in these articles. Throughout the article, we take up exemplary articles
and, thereby, link our findings with 171 published papers. In addition, further information
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on every article, as well as on those articles not cited in the following, can be found in the
online appendix (to obtain the appendix, please contact the corresponding author).

Due to the growing interest in sustainability in academia and industry, the aim of this
article is to provide both researchers and practitioners with a general understanding of
the underlying topics and characteristics for energy integration into production planning.
This article should help researchers to familiarize themselves with the state of the art in
energy-oriented production planning and future research directions. For practitioners,
the aggregated illustration of energy aspects along with their various specifications is
intended to foster the further implementation of energy-oriented production planning
in industry.

In summary, the paper at hand gives the reader four major insights. By analyzing and
synthesizing the various specifications of energy integration in production planning ap-
proaches, we present a comprehensive overview of how production planning can address
energy efficiency in terms of objective criteria and constraints. In addition, we describe
different requirements and capabilities assumed in the reviewed literature that allow im-
provement regarding energy utilization. As a third benefit, this article serves as a summary
of several open research questions related to energy-oriented production planning. More-
over, we offer an extensive online appendix that contains further information on each of
the 375 analyzed articles described throughout this paper.

3. Methodology

In [9], 923 articles were identified as relevant in the context of ecological-oriented
production planning and stored in an online database. These articles were catalogued
in terms of planning level, objective function and constraints, modeling and solution
approach, shopfloor characteristics, and numerical examples. The authors followed the
review methodology published in [14]—summarized in Figure 1—and carried out steps (I)
to (III).

Figure 1. Review methodology.

In the present article, we continue the work from [9] by performing steps (IV), literature
analysis and synthesis, and (V), research agenda. We narrow down the focus to articles
that discuss energy in the context of industrial production planning. This leads to a total of
375 articles published between 1983 and 2021 that are taken into account for our review
work. A PRISMA flow diagram summarizing the literature search process can be found in
the Appendix A (Figure A1).

In step (IV), the literature is analyzed and synthesized with regard to the research
questions. First, we examine which various energy-specific goals are presented in the
objective functions and how energy is modeled in the underlying constraints. Every
specification is studied separately. Throughout an iterative process, we group similar
specifications together and derive three key topics:

1. Energy consumption,
2. Load management, and
3. Supply orientation.
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For each key topic, a distinction is made between ecologically and economically
motivated integration. We define and differentiate between these topics because each of
these classes can be addressed independently in production planning without necessarily
taking into account one of the other topics. Secondly, each article is evaluated in terms
of how the modeling approach allows improvement regarding the energy topic under
consideration. Here as well, the procedure of analyzing and synthesizing every research
paper is repeated several times until we are able to group similar conditions together into
a small number of frequently found characteristics within energy-oriented production
planning. As such, we propose the following five:

(a) Various energy utilization factors,
(b) Alternative production resources,
(c) Heat integration,
(d) Multiple energy sources, and
(e) Energy storage systems.

As a result, in step (V), we present a two-dimensional classification scheme that is
linked to our research questions. Due to the high number of relevant articles, the proposed
classification scheme offers the benefit of structuring the literature regarding key topics and
commonly found characteristics within EOPP. Although we analyze a very high number of
articles and proceed in considerable detail in this work, we cannot exclude the possibility
that there are further classes.

In the following, the two dimensions and each individual class are outlined. For every
key topic and characteristic, as well as their corresponding specifications, several articles
are mentioned as representative examples. However, for a comprehensive listing of all
articles assigned to a class, the reader is referred to the online appendix of this article.

4. Classification Scheme
4.1. Key Topics

To answer research question 1, we develop key topics within energy-oriented pro-
duction planning through inductive examination of the literature. The key topics state
which criterion related to energy is taken into account, either as an optimization goal
or as constraints within a production planning approach. Note that the key topics are
not disjunctive.

The first key topic, energy consumption, represents the consideration of consumed
energy in the production planning context.

As the second key topic within energy-oriented production planning, we identify load
management and assign approaches that focus on the energy demand in production to this
key topic. While the first key topic considers energy consumption—the amount of energy
used over a given period of time—energy demand equals the energy use at a single point
of time; in other words, the energetic load. Typically, the energy demand is considered in
production planning to stabilize the power grid, to avoid additional generation in peak
periods, and to reduce associated costs for balancing energy demand and supply.

The third group of research articles within EOPP considers approaches regarding
different energy sources and energy storage systems in the context of production planning.
The two key topics of energy consumption and load management mainly address the stage
at which energy is used in production and, in the case of economic orientation, take into
account predetermined energy prices. This third key topic expands the scope to energy
supply, generation, and energy storage. However, a large share of the articles grouped into
this key topic consider energy consumption or load management with respect to the two
previous key topics as well.

This distinction is graphically represented in Figure 2. It summarizes the relevant
fields and derived key topics on energy-oriented production planning. For this, the two
core elements—the energy market and the production environment within a manufacturing
company, defined as a ‘system boundary’—and their linkages are shown (see [13]).
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Figure 2. Relevant fields and derived key topics on energy-oriented production planning (modified figure based on [13]).

4.1.1. Energy Consumption

Table 1 contains the different specifications that are assigned to key topic 1 and
described in the following.

Table 1. Specifications grouped to key topic 1, energy consumption.

Key Topic 1: Energy Consumption

Ecological Economic

O
bj

ec
ti

ve
s

Total Energy Consumption Total Energy Consumption Costs

Energy Consumption in Specific Periods Energy Consumption Cost Savings

Energy-Related Emissions (with constant
energy-emission factor)

Penalty Costs for Energy Consumption

Power-Saving Time

Energy Postponement CostsUnnecessary Heating Time

Deviation between Actual and Average En-
ergy Consumption

C
on

st
ra

in
ts

Total Energy Consumption Threshold

Budget for Energy Consumption

Energy Consumption Threshold per Period

Threshold for Energy-Related Emissions per
period

Minimum Energy Consumption per Period

Energy Deviation Threshold

Ecological Consideration of Energy Consumption

Ecologically oriented approaches grouped to this key topic either discuss the optimiza-
tion regarding the energy consumed in a specific time interval or treat energy consumption
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as a restriction in production. Due to environmental concerns, energy consumption is
considered in such research articles with the goal of improving ecology in production.

A total of 172 of the analyzed articles address this topic in an ecological manner,
while a large share of these articles (158) integrate energy consumption as an optimization
criterion in decision making. These approaches can be further differentiated in terms of the
extent to which and when energy consumption is considered. While in most of the articles,
the total decision-related energy consumption within the planning horizon is addressed
(e.g., [15–17]), other approaches focus on the energy consumption in specific periods or
upon certain events, for example, in demand response events, as in [18].

Other works indirectly consider energy consumption in production planning. By tak-
ing into account energy-related emissions as an optimization criterion while a constant
emission-to-energy factor is assumed, energy consumption is addressed in several ar-
ticles, such as in [19–21]. Consequently, the minimization of emission quantity with a
constant emission-to-energy factor leads to a minimization of energy consumption. Energy
consumption is also indirectly taken into account in approaches that maximize time in
power-saving mode (such as in [22]), minimize unnecessary heating time (e.g., [23]), or
minimize unnecessary waiting time on machines to reduce storage energy consumption
(e.g., for holding the temperature of hot products, such as in [24]).

In contrast to these contributions, Ref. [25] minimizes the deviation of the energy
consumption per period from the average energy consumption along the planning horizon
in order to avoid inefficient conversion processes due to frequent load alternations.

Aside from integrating energy consumption as an optimization criterion, energy con-
sumption is considered in terms of restrictions as well. We find 19 articles that do so,
while a large share of these assume a consumption threshold for energy, either for the
whole planning horizon (e.g., [26]) or per period (e.g., [27]). Generally, one can distinguish
between hard and soft thresholds. The former restricts the objective under consideration—
here, energy consumption—to a specific value, while the latter allows a violation of the
threshold, typically leading to additional costs. For example, in [28], a soft energy con-
sumption threshold per period is assumed, and the costs for energy consumption above
this threshold are minimized.

Similarly to approaches that integrate energy consumption as an optimization criterion
by focusing on emissions (with a constant ratio between energy consumption and emission
quantity), the authors of [29] considered an emission quantity threshold per period that
could be interpreted as an energy consumption threshold per period. While the approaches
just outlined assumed an upper limit for energy consumption, Ref. [30] added a lower
limit to an energy consumption threshold, leading to a minimum and maximum energy
consumption per period. Unlike approaches that constrain energy consumption with lower
or upper limits, some articles take the deviation of energy consumption among different
periods into account. For example, the authors of [31] integrated a safety threshold for
deviation between long-term planned energy consumption and actual energy consumption
in their optimization approach. A similar example was presented in [32]. The authors
assumed an energy consumption deviation threshold whereby rescheduling was fulfilled
as soon as the deviation between expected and actual energy consumption exceeded this
threshold. Rescheduling serves for adaptation to dynamic events, while this threshold is
used to avoid frequent rescheduling.

In 14 out of 19 articles that integrated energy consumption as a restriction, energy was
considered in the objective function as well. So, most of the time, the integration of energy
consumption as a restriction served as an additional energy-related factor to be taken
into account. The five articles that considered energy consumption solely as a restricting
consumption threshold optimized not energy-related but other economic-oriented criteria,
such as makespan or tardiness (e.g., [33–35]), as well as costs, such as setup costs, inventory
costs, idle costs, or production costs (e.g., [36,37]).
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Economic Consideration of Energy Consumption

Aside from the ecological consideration of energy consumption within production
planning, 191 of the analysed articles integrated energy consumption in terms of costs or
savings. Not surprisingly, manufacturing companies are motivated to reduce costs for
energy consumption, since utility costs can represent a large share of production costs
(see [38]). Thereby, not only energy-intensive companies, but also non-energy-intensive
enterprises offer considerable potential for cost savings (see [39]). In this manner, in the
article from [40], for example, it was assumed that production costs are constant due to
fixed production, but energy costs can be minimized through the presented production
planning approach.

The most commonly found monetary representation of energy consumption is the
consideration of the costs for total energy consumption. Typically, the overall energy
consumption that is assumed to be influenced by production planning is taken into ac-
count and multiplied with the energy price. As long as there is a constant energy price,
an optimization regarding energy consumption costs equals an optimization regarding
energy consumption. We found 47 articles that assumed a constant energy price while
energy consumption costs were minimized or included as constraints. For example, the
authors of [41] presented a single-machine scheduling approach for minimizing energy
consumption costs and tardiness costs and assumed a constant energy price. Minimization
of energy consumption costs was achieved by minimizing the total energy consumption
within the planning horizon. In [42], net revenue was maximized in parallel-machine
scheduling while a specific budget limited energy consumption costs. Due to a constant
energy price, this budget achieved the same effect as an energy consumption threshold.

In contrast to constant energy prices, more articles that focused on energy consump-
tion costs within production planning assumed varying energy prices that were either
time-dependent or quantity-dependent. However, by considering varying energy prices,
an optimization regarding energy consumption costs does not necessarily correspond to
optimizing production planning in terms of consumed energy. This link strengthens the
need for the outlined distinction between ecological and economic consideration of energy
consumption. Similarly to the optimization goal of minimizing energy consumption costs,
Ref. [43], as well as [44], included the maximization of cost-related energy consumption
savings in their approaches.

A second way in which energy consumption is economically addressed is the avoid-
ance of possible penalty costs that occur due to violation of specific energy consumption
thresholds. In these approaches, additional energy costs occur due to penalty costs every
time a consumption threshold is violated. Regarding this, for example, the authors of [28]
presented a generalized critical peak price concept in which additional costs occurred
as soon as the energy consumption in production and maintenance exceeded a critical
value. With this, the manufacturer is encouraged to shift energy consumption to avoid
consumption peaks. In another manner, penalty costs related to energy consumption were
indirectly addressed, such as in [45]. The authors discussed a reheating furnace scheduling
problem in steelmaking. The presented approach involved the minimization of penalty
costs for inefficient heating, as well as the minimization of changeover costs and penalties
that arose from the deviation of the actual residence time of slabs in a furnace from the
desirable residence time.

Aside from costs and penalties regarding the consumption of energy in production,
a further way to address energy consumption monetarily was found in [46]. The authors
considered additional postponement costs that occurred when a job and, therefore, the
necessary energy consumption were shifted to later periods due to limited capacity in a
period. For every shifted energy consumption unit (kWh), a cost rate was assumed.

In addition to [42], one further article was found that integrated energy consumption
costs as a restriction. Ref. [47] outlined parallel-machine scheduling and focused on
the minimization of makespan and total completion time, while a threshold for energy
consumption costs was given.
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4.1.2. Load Management

In Table 2, the different specifications that are assigned to key topic 2 and described in
the following are summarized.

Table 2. Specifications grouped to key topic 2, load management.

Key Topic 2: Load Management

Ecological Economic

O
bj

ec
ti

ve
s

Energy Demand Energy Demand Costs

Maximum Energy Demand Energy Demand Threshold Penalties

Maximum Average Energy Demand Load Deviation Penalties

Load Deviation

Reservation Capacity Costs for Energy De-
mand

Load Adjustment Costs

Load Adjustment Incentives

Power Reserve Revenue

C
on

st
ra

in
ts

Energy Demand Threshold

Energy Demand Threshold in Specific Periods

Threshold for Machine-Specific Energy De-
mand

Minimum Value for Machine-Specific Energy
Demand

Maximum Value for Load Reduction

Minimum Value for Load Reduction

Maximum Number of Load Interruptions

Ecological Consideration of Load Management

A total of 51 of the analyzed articles on EOPP took load management into account
from a non-monetary perspective, whereby 11 articles considered load management in
terms of objective criteria, 38 articles as constraints, and two articles as both an objective
criterion and constraint simultaneously.

Those articles that addressed load management in their objective functions pursued
this in three different ways. On the one hand, the energy demand was minimized in
production planning, such as in [48].

In other approaches, it was not the entire energy demand that was minimized, but the
maximum energy demand or the maximum average demand during the planning horizon.
For example, in [49], the maximum energy demand was minimized in a single-objective
scheduling approach. In a similar way, Ref. [50] assumed an energy demand threshold and
presented an approach that minimized this energy demand threshold, as well as the total
completion time.

On the other hand, as a third way of considering load management as an objective
criterion, a predefined load curve was assumed and the deviation between actual energy
demand and prescribed energy demand was minimized (e.g., in [51,52]). As long as the
contracted load curve was followed, the energy supplier received planning certainty and
cost savings, leading to possible discounts on the energy price for the manufacturing
company. The manufacturer was encouraged to avoid energy demand above or below the
load curve due to possible penalty costs.
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As mentioned before, a larger share of the analyzed articles integrated load manage-
ment in terms of one or more constraints in production planning. The most frequently
integrated constraint regarding load management was an energy demand threshold (found
in 34 articles). In addition, in this case, similarly to energy consumption thresholds, a dis-
tinction can be made between hard and soft energy demand thresholds. For instance,
Ref. [53] provided a flow shop scheduling approach that minimized makespan, while a
hard energy demand threshold had to be kept during the entire planning horizon. Apart
from that, for example, in [54], a soft energy demand threshold was assumed in job shop
scheduling, and exceeding it resulted in additional energy costs.

Mostly, a fixed value was specified for an energy demand threshold along every period
(e.g., [55–57]). However, some articles assumed a variable period-specific energy demand
threshold, such as in [58,59]. While these thresholds typically have to be met throughout
the entire planning horizon, Ref. [60] presented a different case. The authors discussed the
commitment of a manufacturer to a demand response program. In this program, a certain
power demand threshold had to be met not in the whole planning horizon, but during
demand response events that were announced one day before they began.

The majority of the analyzed load management articles focused on the energy de-
mand in an aggregated manner by adding the energy demand of each individual energy-
consuming component (mostly the production machines). Against this, some articles
considered machine-specific energy demand individually in load management. For exam-
ple, the authors of [61] assumed a specific minimum and maximum energy demand value
for each furnace whereby the power demand in processing the furnace had to lie within
this range. Similarly, Ref. [62] presented a flow shop scheduling approach to minimize
total completion time in steel production while each furnace had a maximum power limit
that could be provided without damaging the furnace wall.

Aside from limiting the energy demand in production to specific values or in spe-
cific periods, two further types of constraints were found in the analyzed literature on
load management—both taking the possibility of pre-agreed load reduction into account.
The first of these constraints addresses the amount by which the load has to be reduced at
certain times. In that respect, Ref. [63,64] assumed a minimum value for load reduction
during peak periods. Ref. [40] not only included a minimum value, but defined a range
with a lower and upper bound for the provided amount in load reduction. The second type
considered the number of times the load was reduced or interrupted. In the article by [65],
a robust optimization approach was presented in which uncertain power interruptions
were included in aggregate production planning. A constraint was integrated that limited
the number of such power interruptions to a certain value.

The relation between the first two key topics, energy consumption and load man-
agement, was illustrated in the approach by [35]. In this, a power demand threshold for
every metering interval was intended. By multiplying the average power demand in every
interval and the length of each interval, the power demand threshold was formulated
equivalently as an energy consumption threshold for every metering interval.

Economic Consideration of Load Management

Likewise, several articles (48 out of the 375 analyzed articles) considered load manage-
ment in monetary terms. The costs for energy consumption were not or not exclusively
considered, but the costs regarding the energetic load were also included in these articles.
Basically, energetic demand is charged by the energy supplier in order to cover its costs
for infrastructure and grid balancing (see [66]). However, some articles argued that costs
regarding energy demand were derived from the longer term and were therefore not
considered in short-term planning (e.g., [67,68]).

In only a few articles, the value of the energetic load was directly priced, such as in [63]
or in [64]. A demand charge was assumed, and each individual instantaneous energetic
load resulted in demand costs.
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More frequently, the load price and the corresponding demand costs refer to the
maximum energy demand (found in 22 articles) or to the maximum average energy demand
(found in five articles) within a planning or billing period. For example, Ref. [69] presented
a scheduling approach in order to minimize energy consumption costs and energy demand
costs in the context of additive manufacturing. In addition to time-varying electricity
consumption prices, they assumed a demand charge depending on the maximum energy
demand, i.e., peak demand. In [70], both energy consumption costs and energy demand
costs were considered for a parallel-machine environment. The energy demand costs were
calculated by multiplying the maximum average electricity demand within a rolling time
window with a demand charge rate.

Aside from the introduction of demand charges for each individual or the maximum
energetic load, another way to include load management in a monetary view lies in the
consideration of penalty costs that occur when exceeding specific demand thresholds or
deviating from a desired load level. In this manner, Refs. [61,71,72] minimized costs in
different machine scheduling problems that depend on energy consumption costs, as well
as penalties for exceeding a given power value. Penalty costs for load deviation were
integrated in some places, such as in [73–77]. For example, [75] assumed that a production
company predicts its load curve one day ahead and sends the forecast to the energy
supplier. Then, the plant commits itself to this load curve and both over-consumption and
under-consumption are penalized. The authors presented a scheduling approach in order
to minimize the net electricity costs, lead times of product delivery, and the load deviation
penalty costs in steel production. A similar method of addressing the costs regarding
the energetic demand was described in [78]. The authors considered a manufacturing
company’s possibility to participate in a critical peak pricing program. In addition to peak
periods and off-peak periods, in the scheduling approach of [78], the company needed
to identify a reservation capacity for energy demand when signing a contract with the
energy supplier. The company would benefit from lower energy prices during off-peak
periods while the energy price was extremely high in peak periods as soon as the energy
demand was above the reservation capacity. The resulting energy costs consisted of energy
consumption costs and the charge of the reservation capacity (in USD per kW).

A further expression of load management in monetary terms was stated in the research
articles from [30,79–81]. Aside from the costs for energy consumption, energy demand, or
energy generation, they considered costs that occurred through load adjustment actions as
well. In this respect, Refs. [79,80] included any additional operating costs for implementing
a load management program. Ref. [30] listed these costs in very general terms as “additional
operating costs due to shifting of loads”. In [81], start-up and shut-down costs due to load
reduction by demand response actions were taken into account.

In a small share of the analyzed articles, costs for energy demand and load man-
agement were not or not exclusively considered, but incentive payments and revenue
regarding energy demand were. In addition to costs for energy consumption, power de-
mand, load deviation, and energy generation, Ref. [77] presented a scheduling approach
that covered an incentive rate that was paid to the manufacturing company for meeting
the desired load curve per interval. In a similar manner, Ref. [27] introduced a flow shop
scheduling approach for maximizing profit. Energy was addressed in terms of energy
consumption costs and an incentive rate for load reduction within a demand bidding
program. The other type of payment related to industrial load management was presented
in [82]. In their research, a chemical plant received revenue in offering power reserves to
the grid on the basis of a demand response program. Their scheduling approach followed
the goal of maximizing the revenue from the power reserve and minimizing electricity
consumption costs.

Among the 375 analyszed articles, we could not find one approach that integrated costs or
revenue regarding load management as a constraint within a production planning approach.
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4.1.3. Supply Orientation

Regarding supply orientation, the different specifications assigned to key topic 3 and
described in the following are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Specifications grouped to key topic 3, supply orientation.

Key Topic 3: Supply Orientation

Ecological Economic

O
bj

ec
ti

ve
s

Energy Consumption from Macrogrid Costs for Energy Consumption from Macro-
grid

Energy Consumption from Non-Renewable
Energy Sources Revenue from Energy Selling

Energy Net Demand Costs for Energy Generation

Costs for Energy Storage

C
on

st
ra

in
ts

Supply–Demand Balance: Macrogrid and On-
site Generation (OSG)

Supply–Demand Balance: Macrogrid and En-
ergy Storage Systems (ESSs)

Supply–Demand Balance: Macrogrid, OSG,
and ESSs

Limited Procurement from Macrogrid

Minimum Share of Renewable Energy in Con-
sumption

Ecological Consideration of Supply Orientation

In total, we found 28 articles that addressed an ecological viewpoint of supply ori-
entation. In five of these, this topic was addressed in the particular objective functions in
an ecological manner: [66,83–86]. These articles have in common that onsite generation
(OSG) of energy through renewable energy sources (RESs) is assumed and the objective
lies in the minimization of energy consumption or energy demand from other energy
sources, e.g., the power grid. For example, in [84], energy-related emission quantity and
total weighted flow time were minimized through production scheduling. A constant ratio
between energy procured from the power grid and emission quantity was assumed, while
OSG energy had zero emissions. Consequently, the approach followed the minimization of
energy consumption from the grid and the increase in OSG energy. In a similar manner,
the research from [86] aimed at minimizing emission quantity and makespan. The con-
sumption of renewable energy was emission-free, and only energy consumption from
non-renewable energy sources resulted in emissions. Here as well, a constant emission
factor per unit energy consumption was assumed for every non-renewable energy source.
Therefore, the objective function could be reformulated to minimize energy consumption
from non-renewable energy sources and makespan. Regarding load management, Ref. [66]
presented a scheduling model to minimize the net energy demand as the difference be-
tween energy demand by production and energy supply through an onsite photovoltaic
power system.

In most articles that extend the view on energy in the production environment to-
wards supply orientation, an energy supply–demand balance is modeled with one or
more constraints. Basically, this balance ensures that the sum of the demanded energy
of every energy consumer is not higher than the sum of the energy supply of every en-
ergy source (whereby the standard energy source is the macrogrid/the procurement from
energy suppliers).
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Among the analyzed articles, we determined different specifications of this supply–
demand balance. Regarding the further utilization of unused energy, on the one hand, one
can differentiate between approaches that allow the feed-in of energy surplus (back) to
the grid and those that include no feed-in possibility. For example, Ref. [87] minimized
energy-related costs and makespan in scheduling in an iron–steel plant. The amount of
self-generated electricity not demanded in production was fed into the grid by selling the
surplus to electricity providers. Similarly, in [76], both the self-generated energy surplus
and electricity purchased through long-term and short-term contracts could be fed into the
grid while energy costs and production costs were minimized. In addition, in the lot-sizing
and scheduling approach from [88], the feed-in possibility of energy surplus was assumed,
and the costs for setup, inventory, production, and energy were minimized. However,
the amount of energy that could be fed into the power grid per period was limited to
a certain value. Ref. [89] allowed feed-in of unused energy to the grid but limited the
selling amount by a threshold. Against this, for example, Ref. [90] presented a scheduling
model in which no feed-in of energy surplus was possible. With this in mind, the authors
restricted the output of the considered onsite combined heat and power (CHP) system to
the energy demanded in production.

On the other hand, several articles took energy storage systems (ESSs) into account to
further utilize unused energy. With these, energy surplus can be stored in the ESSs and used
later on. So, in periods with a higher energy supply than demanded, the ESS serves as an
energy consumer and is charged with the unused energy. When charged, the ESS operates
as a source of energy. In this respect, Ref. [91] described a job shop scheduling model to
maximize profit, including energy costs. They discussed different energy pricing schemes
and considered renewable onsite generation with no feed-in possibility, but with batteries
as an energy storage system. Ref. [83] assumed a microgrid consisting of renewable energy
sources, a rechargeable battery, and the possibility to procure electricity from the grid. In a
lot-sizing and scheduling approach, the required energy for production was provided by
supply through renewable energy, the battery, and procurement from the macrogrid, while
the latter was to be kept minimal.

In summary, onsite generation with and without a feed-in possibility, as well as
energy storage systems, can be part of the energy supply–demand balance. We state
these components—OSG and ESSs—as characteristics with respect to energy orientation in
production planning and discuss further details in Section 4.2.

Regarding energy procurement from the macrogrid while other energy sources exist,
in some production planning models, the amount of energy that can be drawn from the
grid is limited. For example, [89] considered a total consumption threshold that limited the
amount of energy bought from the energy supplier. Similarly, in a number of production
planning models, a limitation of energy supply was taken into account due to facility design
issues or regulations by the energy supply side. Thereby, the limitation could apply in every
period, while the limitation value was time-variable (e.g., [92]) or had to be kept only in
some periods along the planning horizon. In this context, Ref. [93] addressed the challenges
that resulted through a governmental blackout policy. Due to environmental concerns,
the governmental electricity supply to manufacturing companies was interrupted in some
days of the week. To overcome this, companies relied on onsite energy generation with
higher costs and pollutions. The authors presented a scheduling approach that minimized
energy consumption, energy costs, and tardiness with respect to limited energy supply by
the macrogrid. Refs. [94,95] combined such energy supply limits with load management
and introduced maximum energy demand values for each energy source. Based on these,
the contracted load curve was calculated and load deviation resulted in penalty costs.
With an optimal choice of energy source contracts, the energy costs, as well as costs for
setup and inventory, were minimized in lot sizing.
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As a further constraint, the consideration of a minimum share of renewable energy
in the overall production-related energy consumption was identified, as in [96]. In their
article, Ref. [96] dealt with an aggregate production planning problem and introduced
a “green energy coefficient ρ” for each plant. With this criterion, it was ensured that at
least ρ% of total energy consumption was drawn from renewable energy sources, while
energy-related costs and costs for production, inventory, backorder, and transportation
were minimized.

Economic Consideration of Supply Orientation

As mentioned above, the key topics and their specifications are not disjunctive: 39 ar-
ticles integrated certain aspects regarding the energy supply side in monetary terms, out of
which 18 approaches considered ecological matters as well. Nonetheless, the approaches an-
alyzed with regard to the third key topic largely pursued economic objectives, as described
in the following.

In contrast to the economic consideration of energy consumption and load manage-
ment (as the first and second key topic), in approaches with onsite generation combined
with external procurement through the macrogrid, often, not the entire amount of con-
sumed energy is charged. Instead, direct costs for energy consumption and energy demand
only relate to external procurement, while the usage of onsite generated energy is not
associated with direct costs. For example, [97] proposed a flow shop scheduling approach
with a grid-connected onsite wind turbine. In this, only the costs for energy consumption
from the macrogrid are minimized and costs regarding the self-generated energy are not
included in the goal function. Similarly, Ref. [98] presented a stochastic optimization model
that minimizes total weighted completion time and energy costs for flow shop scheduling
and onsite generation. In terms of energy consumption costs, only the energy drawn from
the grid is charged.

Additionally, as outlined before, unused energy (either from the onsite energy source
or from contracted energy supply) can be fed into the macrogrid, resulting in selling
revenue for the manufacturer. In addition to other articles, both Refs. [97,98] assumed this
possibility and took into account the revenue from selling unused energy to the grid.

Furthermore, in some articles, it was considered possible to procure energy from the
grid to charge the ESSs (e.g., [91,99,100]). By storing energy in periods with low energy
prices, energy procurement in periods with higher energy prices could be decreased,
leading to a reduction in overall energy costs.

Then again, it was not solely the costs related to energy consumption and demand that
are addressed as an objective, but the costs for energy generation or energy storage were
also included by several articles on EOPP. In total, 27 articles included energy generation
costs in their goal functions. Usually, these costs were considered as investment costs,
operating costs, and maintenance costs for the generation system. In this manner, for ex-
ample, Ref. [101] presented an aggregate production planning approach and took into
account energy generation costs in terms of investment, operating, and maintenance costs.
For multiple production sites, the total costs for energy generation, emissions, production,
shipping, inventory holding, and backorder were minimized. Similarly, in [102], master
production scheduling was outlined in the context of semiconductor manufacturing in a
microgrid. In addition to minimizing energy consumption, energy consumption costs, and
energy storage costs, the authors included energy generation costs as costs for equipment
and capacity planning, as well as operations and maintenance expenses. In a lot-sizing
approach, Ref. [103] integrated average costs of generating electricity from an organic
Rankine cycle that was used to recover waste heat generated in production. These costs
included investment costs, operation and maintenance costs, and further operation costs,
such as fuel costs and insurance expenses, regarding the OSG system.
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Aside from energy generation costs, in some EOPP articles, costs for energy storage
were also considered. In this respect, Ref. [100] included battery operation costs in flexible
job shop scheduling. Assuming a microgrid consisting of macrogrid procurement, OSG,
and an ESS, they minimized makespan costs and energy costs in terms of costs for con-
sumption from the macrogrid, generation costs, and storage costs. In addition, the authors
of [104] addressed energy storage costs in short-term planning. Within a serial multi-stage
production system combined with OSG and ESSs, they integrated costs of discharging
energy from the energy storage system. These costs represent the investment costs for
the ESS divided by the overall amount of energy that can be discharged throughout the
lifecycle of the ESS, multiplied by the amount of energy discharged along the planning
horizon. Ref. [105] took into account energy storage costs in a mid-term master production
scheduling approach for multipurpose batch plants. In this, capital costs for heat storage
vessels are included in the objective function, and profit—calculated as product revenue
minus energy consumption costs and energy storage costs—is maximized.

Consequently, integrating onsite energy generation and energy storage, as well as the
consideration of multiple energy users in production planning, can lead to cost savings
and increased revenue for the manufacturing company.

In the next chapter, we present five classes of frequently found characteristics in
energy-oriented production planning. These characteristics are identified through analysis
and synthesis of the literature, and they represent the assumptions and circumstances by
which the different key topics are addressed in production planning; thus, energy efficiency
can be increased.

4.2. Frequently Found Characteristics within Energy-Oriented Production Planning Problems

Energy efficiency in production planning can be addressed by using several optimiza-
tion objectives and constraints, as outlined in the previous chapter. In addition, different
assumptions, circumstances, and capabilities can be found in the analyzed literature that
allow an improvement in terms of energy efficiency. Basically, by including these char-
acteristics in production planning approaches, flexibility for energy-oriented planning is
increased and betterment in energy usage and resulting costs can be achieved.

An overview of the characteristics and corresponding attributes found is given in
Table 4. In the following, these characteristics and their various specifications are described.

Table 4. Specifications of the five derived characteristics within energy-oriented production plan-
ning problems.

Frequently Found Characteristics within EOPP Problems

(a) Various energy utilization factors

processing: variable, deterioration and maintenance, speed scaling

idle/standby and transition states: power-down

setup

storage: loading, preservation, inventory

transportation

indirect: heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC), lighting, other consumers

(b) Alternative production resources

heterogeneous parallel machines

heterogeneous parallel factories

(c) Heat integration

direct heat integration

indirect heat integration
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Table 4. Cont.

Frequently Found Characteristics within EOPP Problems

(d) Multiple energy sources

onsite generation: schedulable, non-schedulable

multiple procurement options

(e) Energy storage systems

storage capacity

charging (discharging) efficiency

charging (discharging) rate

time of charging (discharging)

4.2.1. Various Energy Utilization Factors

One frequently found characteristic is the consideration of various energy utilization
factors. In the majority of the approaches to EOPP, the energy of the working production
machines is addressed. A total of 170 of the examined research articles solely take the
processing energy into account; 172 approaches address processing energy together with
other energy states.

Several works argue that processing energy can be neglected in the optimization, since
it is unaffected by production plans as long as the power level and process durations are
assumed as fixed values for each operation (see, for example, [106–109]). With this in mind,
multiple articles depart from the simplified assumption of constant energy utilization and
operation time in job processing (e.g., constant power demand presented as one energy
bloc). One approach regarding this is the consideration of variations in an operation’s
power profile, as in [33,50,110]. In order to provide a more realistic modeling, all three
articles divide an operation’s power profile into two blocs with a power peak at the
beginning of each process and a lower demand for the remaining part of the processing
time. For example, in the job shop scheduling approach in [110], this variable power
demand in job processing allows the simultaneous scheduling operations to minimize
makespan while still maintaining a power demand threshold. The authors argue that by
assuming a constant power demand for the whole operation equal to the peak value instead,
the energy demand threshold would not make it possible to schedule operations earlier.

In other works, deterioration effects regarding machine lifetime and machine reliabil-
ity are considered and are set in relation to processing energy. Due to a higher machine
lifetime and machine failures, the machine causes higher energy demand when process-
ing or longer processing time, leading to higher energy consumption (e.g., [41,111–113]).
Closely related to machine reliability, maintenance scheduling is also considered in some
of the analyzed EOPP approaches. In this manner, Ref. [41] presented a single-machine
scheduling problem. While taking into account an increased energy consumption rate
due to decreased machine reliability, tardiness costs and energy costs were minimized by
production scheduling combined with preventive maintenance. Other articles that address
maintenance in the context of energy-oriented production planning include maintenance-
related energy consumption and minimize total energy consumption (such as in [114,115])
or energy costs (such as in [28]) for both production and maintenance.

Furthermore, with respect to processing energy, in 88 articles, speed-scaling strategies
are included. Basically, these approaches assume more than one possible processing speed
or rate in production, and each speed results in a different energy demand or energy
consumption. Thereby, a higher speed goes along with higher energy demand and shorter
processing time. In contrast to articles that discuss machine deterioration effects, in speed
scaling, production speed represents a decision variable and an optimal speed can be cho-
sen for job processing. In the analyzed articles, speed scaling is included in different forms.
Often, a discrete set of processing speeds for each machine is assumed, and the processing
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speed cannot be changed while a job is executed on a machine (e.g., [116–118]). Another
form of speed scaling is temperature adjustment in furnaces, as in [119]. The authors
consider a furnace in glass ceramization that can be set to different temperatures. A high
temperature level results in a shorter processing time, while a lower temperature increases
the processing duration. In a similar way, a variable processing time based on supplied
energy is assumed in articles such as [61,62,71,72]. In these, a specific amount of energy
has to be provided to the machine. An operation is finished as soon as the machine or
the product receives the required amount of energy. By increasing the energy supply rate,
processing time can be reduced. Likewise, we assign different process techniques (e.g., for a
single machine, as in [120]), different parameter settings (for example, in additive manufac-
turing, as in [69]), and different energy types for power supply (e.g., a distinction between
renewable and non-renewable energy sources leading to variable machine processing times,
as in [86]) to speed scaling, since the corresponding appropriate choice is related to the
underlying energy utilization and processing time. In addition, the possibility to carry out
the same task with different machines simultaneously addresses the idea of speed scaling.
For example, the authors of [121] presented a multi-objective approach to welding shop
scheduling and allowed multiple welders to conduct one operation simultaneously. In job
processing, the loading power for each welder is multiplied by the quantity of the welders
used, and makespan, noise pollution, and total energy consumption are minimized.

In summary, as long as there is a linear relation between processing speed and energy
demand, the processing energy consumption remains the same, but the corresponding
energy demand can be adjusted through speed selection. Based on this, either energy
demand can be reduced or energy consumption in other machine states is taken into
account, which can be minimized by varying the processing time (e.g., idle energy can be
decreased through reduced idle time). Differently from that, a non-linear relation between
production speed and energy consumption or energy consumption costs was considered in
several works, such as in [122–124]. With this assumption, processing energy consumption
and associated costs can be reduced by an optimal speed selection as well.

However, in addition to the optimization potential associated with speed scaling in
production planning, several works address limitations that go along with this possibility
of varying energy demand and processing times. With regard to machine lifetime, Ref. [115]
assumed a linear relationship between production speed and machine deterioration: A
higher speed results in a faster machine deterioration. Based on that, speed scaling is com-
bined with maintenance scheduling, and total weighted tardiness and energy consumption
are minimized in a job shop environment. Similarly, due to potential efficiency breakdowns
and corresponding costs, Ref. [125] included the minimization of production rate changes
in their objective function. In single-machine scheduling, Ref. [126] took into account
earliness, tardiness, and energy consumption. In addition, they minimized penalty costs
for compression and expansion, which relate to processing time reduction (compression)
and increase (expansion) through speed scaling.

Aside from processing energy, the analyzed articles cover a wide range of different set-
tings in which energy usage occurs instead of or combined with job processing. For example,
the authors of [127] pointed out a “massive idle energy waste” in production, which reveals
potential for improvement by taking into account energy related to idle time. Assuming con-
stant energy demand and machining time during processing, several articles focused solely
on the minimization of non-processing energy and addressed idle energy (e.g., [106,108,128]).
In contrast to this, some authors argued that idle energy can be neglected, since it is trivial
compared to the overall energy consumption (e.g., [129]). Then again, production planning
approaches were presented that did not allow idle time and, therefore, did not address idle
energy; for example, the “no-idle flow shop scheduling” described in [130]. However, in 164
out of 375 articles, energy usage associated with idle time was considered in production
planning, mostly stated as idle energy or standby energy. The reduction of idle energy was
fulfilled either by higher machine utilization along with reduced idle time (e.g., [107]) or by
powering down the machines during idle periods (e.g., [131–133]).
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The latter, the power-down strategy, was outlined in different forms in the analyzed
literature. For example, the authors of [134] assumed different idle states for production
machines: a hot idle mode with a high energy demand and a cold idle mode with a lower
energy demand. A machine in the hot idle mode is able to directly start processing. When
in the cold idle mode, warm-up time is needed until the machine can begin job processing.
This trade-off between idle energy and transition time for state changes is addressed
and optimized with regard to flow shop scheduling. In this respect, different idle states
combined with different energy rates were considered as “energy hibernation states” in [18].
Similar, this power-down strategy was assumed in several articles, and energy utilization
is reduced by turning production machines off and on. Thereby, energy for transition
changes (i.e., turning a machine off, turning a machine on) was also taken into account in
some approaches (e.g., [135–137]), while other researchers argued that this energy can be
neglected (e.g., [60,63,64]). As soon as idle time exceeds a breakeven duration (equal to the
sum of every necessary transition time) or idle energy is be greater than the energy needed
for turning off and restarting, the machine is powered down rather than remaining in idle
mode. Related to this, in [27], the power-down strategy depends on the buffer content level.
A machine is powered down when either starved (due to an empty buffer) or blocked (by
a full buffer). Both turning the machine off and a power-saving idle mode were integrated
in [44]. By considering cold shutdowns (complete shutdown of the machine with high
energy savings but high re-setup costs) and hot shutdowns (partial shutdown with lower
energy savings and lower re-setup costs) in a parallel-machine environment, the presented
scheduling approach minimizes total costs, including energy costs. In addition to energy
savings, the power-down strategy can also offer benefits regarding social sustainability:
With respect to energy consumption and noise pollution in flow shop scheduling, Ref. [132]
integrated this possibility as a noise reduction strategy as well.

Although the power-down strategy was addressed in many approaches to EOPP,
some articles stated that this method of powering down production machines as an energy-
saving option is not suitable for every shopfloor without restrictions. Ref. [134] specified
that besides necessary warm-up time after machine shutdowns and additional energy
consumption for machine state transitions, frequent switching may degrade machine
lifetime. With respect to machine deterioration, a maximum allowable number of times
that a machine is switched off and on is included in some research approaches that integrate
power-down strategies, e.g., in [108,138]. Likewise, some of these works took into account
the number of machine state switches in the objective function and minimized them.
For example, the authors of [139] presented a flexible job shop scheduling approach that
included a power-down strategy. In this, the total number of times that the machines were
turned off/on, as well as makespan and energy consumption, was minimized.

Other works addressed energy utilization associated with machine setup
(e.g., [140–142]). In this sense, the authors of [143] pointed out that production plan-
ning should also consider setup energy due to its significance in practice. Ref. [98] stated
that the literature on energy-cost-aware scheduling ignored sequence-dependent setups
and corresponding energy consumption so far. Therefore, the authors presented a flow
shop scheduling model that took into account power demand related to machine setup in
addition to processing and idle energy.

As a further energy-consuming machine state, loading and unloading activities were
considered in [144,145]. Regarding the energy balance of a heating furnace, Ref. [144]
included energy consumption that occurred during furnace door opening. In [145], elec-
trical load for the idle, operation, and basic states was assumed, whereby basic refers to
workpiece loading and unloading, positioning, and fixing. In a similar way, some articles
took into account energy utilization for storage in terms of heat preservation and influenced
these processes along with energy use through production planning. For example, the au-
thors of [61,71,72] included “holding energy”, which equals the energy needed for holding
the temperature in induction furnaces until the finished job (i.e., melted metal) is removed.
Comparable approaches can be found in [16,23,146]. Ref. [147] outlined that energy loss
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occurs when high-temperature products receive a temperature drop during non-processing
time, leading to an increase in total energy consumption in production. They addressed this
problem in production scheduling and minimized this extra energy consumption due to
temperature drop, as well as earliness and tardiness penalties. To avoid such cooling effects
in transportation between production stages, Ref. [68] included transfer time constraints.
As a result, quality losses and expensive reheating were prevented. As already described
in Section 4.1, Ref. [24] solely considered this energy state and minimized waiting times
between two production stages to reduce energy consumption. Similarly to storage energy
consumption, in research articles such as [148,149], energy utilization for the “occupied”
machine state was included. A machine is occupied when an operation is finished, but
the finished part cannot be moved on to the next machine because it is not yet available.
A further variant of storage energy was considered in articles that integrated cold stores.
For example, in [150], total energy consumption due to cold storage activity throughout
the planning horizon was minimized in terms of operational costs.

In addition to energy utilization in different production states and inventory holding,
energy related to the transportation phase was taken into account in several articles. For in-
stance, the authors of [151] outlined that energy consumption in the transportation phase
causes a significant share of the total energy consumption in production, especially in
heavy-duty industrial manufacturing. Therefore, the authors considered energy consump-
tion of crane transportation in job shop scheduling and differentiated between four states in
which the crane demands energy: unloaded and standby, unloaded and operating, loaded
and standby, and loaded and operational. Ref. [111] included energy consumption for job
transportation between different production machines by a forklift. In [121], transportation
energy depended on the power demand of the transporter and task-specific transportation
time between production stations and the warehouse. Other articles, such as [108,138],
addressed energy consumption for a transmission belt that transported the jobs between
the processing machines. Thereby, speed scaling was assumed for this transmission belt:
The transmission speed could be chosen out of a set of speeds. Similarly to speed scaling
regarding processing energy, a higher speed results in higher energy consumption but
shorter transportation time and vice versa.

In addition to energy utilization that is directly related to production and transporta-
tion, indirect energy usage was also included in several production planning approaches.
On the one hand, articles that included such indirect energy in production planning took
into account auxiliary energy, e.g., energy for HVAC (heating, ventilation, air conditioning)
systems and lighting. In this context, Ref. [43] stated that the two largest energy consumers
in a manufacturing plant are the shopfloor and the HVAC system. Production machines
and HVAC were scheduled jointly in some approaches. Refs. [60,152], for example, con-
sidered manufacturing operations as a heat source, and therefore coordinated production
scheduling and HVAC scheduling with each other. Other articles assumed a relationship
between auxiliary energy and makespan (e.g., [111,121,153,154]) and included auxiliary
energy, such as lighting and HVAC, as a constant energy demand multiplied by makespan.
Thus, by reducing the makespan, auxiliary energy was decreased. In contrast to this,
several articles took into account auxiliary energy as a constant value that could not be in-
fluenced by production planning (e.g., [30,155,156]). However, this energy was considered
in decision making, for example, regarding a minimization of total energy consumption
costs and energy demand costs, as in [157].

On the other hand, in addition to indirect energy users within production or within
a manufacturing company, some articles considered different energy users within a mi-
crogrid and took into account these consumers in production planning. In these research
approaches, energy usage that is not related to production was additionally included.
For example, in [158,159], a microgrid consisting of manufacturing factories and residential
and commercial buildings was assumed. The energy demand from residential and com-
mercial buildings is non-shiftable, but influences the electricity price, which is determined
by energy supply and demand in the microgrid. Therefore, the manufacturer takes into
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account the load from residential and commercial users while minimizing energy costs
through flow shop scheduling. Similarly, Ref. [160] presented a scheduling problem in a
microgrid and incorporated onsite energy generation, energy storage systems, macrogrid
procurement, and different industrial, residential, and commercial energy users. Based on
these parts within the microgrid, an energy demand threshold has to be met, and energy
costs are minimized. By taking into account the overall energy consumption or demand,
price mechanisms in terms of energy supply and demand are given more attention, and
the associated energy costs are minimized (e.g., [158–161]).

Consequently, by addressing energy usage in various settings—different machine
states, production-related activities, or microgrids with other energy consumers—the flexi-
bility to improve energy efficiency through production planning can be increased. This
allows the minimization of energy consumption, energy demand, or associated costs
through appropriate production planning.

4.2.2. Alternative Production Resources

Similarly to speed scaling with respect to processing energy, a second characteristic
commonly found in articles on energy-oriented production planning involves differences
in energy usage for processing the same job by assuming alternative production resources.
Basically, the same operation can be performed on more than one machine and processing
time and energy demand depend on the chosen production resource. Taking into account
such differences between parallel production resources is more realistic than assuming
identical parallel machines or factories (see [142]). Typically, both old and new machines
are part of the shopfloor and differ in operating speed and energy utilization (see [162]).
Furthermore, Ref. [127,163] described that even machines of the same type and size or with
the same process parameters can vary significantly in energy usage, e.g., by up to 50%, as
outlined in [163]. In addition to processing energy, other energy utilization factors can vary
as well (e.g., setup energy in [15]) but are rather rarely considered. Through appropriate
planning, production quantities and jobs are assigned to the most energy efficient resource,
leading to a reduced energy usage.

We identified this characteristic of alternative production resources in 96 articles on
EOPP with minor differences in appearance. Note that several of the analyzed articles did
not describe the underlying production layout in detail. We therefore cannot verify, but
we assume that more approaches than 96 considered heterogeneous alternative production
resources in production planning. The most frequently found variant was the assumption of
parallel machines of the same kind within at least one production stage. This was taken into
account in parallel-machine scheduling approaches (e.g., [164–166]), in flow shop scheduling
(e.g., [17,129]), and in articles on job shop scheduling (e.g., [167–169]). Thereby, non-identical
parallel machines can either be included in one single production stage (e.g., in a steel
manufacturing plant, as in [68]), in more than one production stage (e.g., in a flow shop
environment, as in [143]), or in every production stage in the job shop (e.g., [153]) or flow shop
scheduling (e.g., [170]). In addition to considering heterogeneous parallel machines within
one production site, some articles addressed multiple factories, whereby production resources
differed between each production site. In this manner, for example, the authors of [158,171]
presented scheduling approaches in which jobs could be processed in different factories, each
with different production conditions in terms of processing time and energy utilization.

4.2.3. Heat Integration

As a further characteristic within energy-oriented production planning, we identified
the possibility for heat integration. In total, we found 16 articles in the analyzed literature
that included the possibility of heat integration in production planning. As outlined in [172],
the main idea of heat integration lies in exchanging heat energy between hot and cold
processes. By using hot process streams to heat up other processes or using cold process
streams that cool down other processes, the consumption of external utilities (such as steam
and cooling water) can be lowered, resulting in energy savings. In addition to direct heat
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integration between two tasks, heat exchange can also be executed indirectly by including
thermal storages. Heat is exchanged between tasks and storages, and an exchange between
hot and cold tasks can be performed in different time intervals. A further advantage of
heat integration lies in the reduction of processing time, since heating and cooling times
can be eliminated (see [173]).

Articles that allowed heat integration in production planning did this by modeling
one or more heat exchange constraints. Similarly to an energy supply–demand balance,
the input energy and output energy of every task or production unit were linked and
balanced, e.g., in terms of temperature. Regarding indirect heat integration, thermal
storages were also taken into account in these constraints.

Typically, heat integration is addressed in approaches related to the process indus-
try, especially with respect to chemical processes. For example, Ref. [174] presented a
scheduling approach for an agrochemical plant and considered indirect heat exchange
between production units through storage tanks in order to reduce costs for external utility.
As outlined in the previous chapter, the article from [105] considered energy in mid-term
capacity planning through energy consumption costs and capital costs for energy storage
systems. In this manner, heat integration was addressed by linking heat exchange (between
different tasks and between tasks and storages) with capacity planning for heat storage
vessels. Other works, such as [175,176], included direct heat integration in production and,
due to savings through heat integration, optimized profit-related objectives, as well as
energy consumption.

In [177], heat integration within a process plant was combined with onsite energy
generation—a specification of what we identify as a further characteristic for energy-oriented
production planning and describe in the following: multiple energy sources in production.

4.2.4. Multiple Energy Sources

In contrast to articles that assumed one single energy source (e.g., energy procurement
solely from the energy supplier), 41 articles in the analyzed literature took into account
different energy sources. A large share of these (40) addressed onsite energy generation as
a second energy procurement option, such as in [177]. In particular, Ref. [177] considered
surplus heat arising in production that was not integrated into other processes through
heat integration. This heat could be used to generate steam. As a result, energy efficiency
was increased and costs related to energy consumption were reduced.

Generally, onsite energy generation can be divided into schedulable and non-schedulable
generation, and articles on EOPP include schedulable, non-schedulable, or both schedula-
ble and non-schedulable energy generation. In articles that address the former type, energy
generation can be controlled through appropriate planning and coordinated with pro-
duction. Examples for schedulable OSG sources are diesel generators (such as in [93,99]),
natural gas power plants (such as in [99]), boilers and CHP engines (such as in [178]), or
fuel cells (such as in [100]). In terms of non-schedulable onsite energy generation, typically,
renewable energy sources are considered in production planning. In this manner, for exam-
ple, Ref. [179] presented a flow shop scheduling model to minimize energy consumption
costs and included onsite photovoltaic systems combined with ESSs and external energy
procurement in decision making. In addition to the integration of solar energy in produc-
tion planning (e.g., [66,89,91,180]), other articles on EOPP also assumed wind energy as an
onsite energy source (e.g., [96,97,181]). Similarly to [177], the authors of [99] considered
waste heat for energy generation in their approach. As further non-schedulable energy
sources, the authors included solar and wind energy. In addition, they took into account
schedulable diesel generators, energy storage systems, and an energy-selling option, and
they minimized energy costs regarding consumption and generation.

With onsite energy sources, a manufacturing company is able to minimize energy
procurement from the grid and, in the case of renewable energy sources, to reduce energy-
related emissions as well. As outlined in Section 4.1, costs for onsite energy generation
and feed-in constraints for unused energy were addressed in several production planning
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models. As a result, the utilization of energy self-generation may be limited. In addition
to such costs and trading limitations, some approaches considered further generation
constraints regarding the output of energy generation systems. For example, Ref. [77]
assumed that onsite generation cannot exceed the minimum out of the given capacity of
the onsite generation system or the energy demand of the manufacturing system. In ad-
dition to such upper limits, Ref. [182] considered a coal-fired thermal power generation
in a scheduling context and included the minimum power output per period. Similarly,
Ref. [87] considered the minimum and maximum values for the generator output due to
technological constraints of the self-generation equipment.

Regarding the utilization of such onsite energy sources, the hurdles associated with the
different types of energy must also be taken into account. On the one hand, conventional
energy sources, such as natural gas and coal, cause harmful emissions. On the other hand,
the further expansion of renewable energies also faces challenges, such as acceptance in
local communities or with respect to efficient installation [183–185].

In total, we only found one article assigned to this class of characteristics that did not
include onsite generation, but different external procurement options for energy. In a job
shop scheduling environment, Ref. [186] considered different energy sources with source-
specific emission factors and presented a multi-objective optimization approach that aimed
to minimize energy-related emissions among other conflicting economic, environmental,
and social objectives.

Both onsite generation and different procurement options were addressed in the ap-
proach by [76]. The authors considered a schedulable energy generation system and included
long-term (base load) contracts, as well as short-term (time of use and day ahead) purchas-
ing of electric energy. Their model minimized production-related and energy-related costs
through combined production scheduling and energy procurement optimization.

4.2.5. Energy Storage Systems

In 27 of the analyzed articles, energy storage systems were assumed. As outlined in
Section 4.1.3, energy storage systems can serve as both the energy supply side and energy
demand side. Thus, they provide the flexibility to utilize procured or generated energy
in a different time period. Based on this, we state energy storage systems as a further
characteristic with suitable potential for energy-efficient production planning. Apart from
various cost rates related to ESSs (i.e., investment costs and wear costs), in the literature
found, we derived four main attributes of how ESSs are modeled: storage capacity, charging
(discharging) efficiency, charging (discharging) rate, and time of charging (discharging).

In considering ESSs in production planning, several of the analyzed articles took into
account storage capacity as an underlying restriction. For instance, Ref. [84] assumed a
fixed battery capacity in a single-machine scheduling model. In this, the battery is charged
through a renewable energy source and electricity is not procured from the macrogrid as
long as the battery has power. Similarly, Ref. [187] included energy storage in a lot-sizing
and scheduling problem and considered a microgrid consisting of external energy pro-
curement, onsite energy generation, and an ESS with limited capacity. Due to discharging
issues, Ref. [100], for example, not only assumed a maximum storage capacity, but defined
a range for the amount of energy stored in the ESS.

Such considerations regarding charging efficiency and charging rates of energy storage
systems were also given in several other papers and in a similar manner. For example,
the scheduling approach in [188] included charging and discharging efficiencies, charging
and discharging rates, and storage capacity for the ESS. Basically, efficiency rates of less
than 100% indicate energy loss in charging and discharging periods, while charging and
discharging rates greater than zero address the fact that the energy storage is not immedi-
ately fully charged or discharged. Ref. [188] indicated these considerations in their case
study on steel powder manufacturing, in which both charging and discharging efficiency
were equal to 90%, the charging and discharging rates were 50 kWh within one hour, and
the ESS capacity was equal to 300 kWh. In addition, the authors assumed that the ESS
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could not be charged and discharged in a single period. In the article by [181], energy was
provided by the power grid and onsite generation through renewable energy sources, and
surplus energy could be stored in an ESS or fed into the grid. In a flow shop scheduling
model, they assume charging and discharging efficiencies equal to 90%, while complete
charging or discharging of the ESS took one hour.

5. Numerical Insights and Further Research Potential

Throughout the previous chapter, we illustrated our classification scheme and presented
different specifications and attributes for every class. The large number of research papers
and the precise procedure for analyzing the articles allow us to give some numerical insights
in the following. Based on these, we state several possible subjects for future studies.

One possible direction for further research lies in an increased integration of energy
into mid-term production planning. So far, 31 out of the 375 articles addressed energy
in aggregate production planning or master production scheduling. Because mid-term
aggregate production planning and master production scheduling set capacity restrictions
and production quantities of product types and final products, the succeeding planning levels,
i.e., lot sizing and scheduling, are subject to these determinations. By dedicating medium-
term production planning to energy issues already, the flexibility for energy orientation in
short-term planning could be increased. Furthermore, in the 31 existing articles, almost
entirely economic aspects (mostly energy consumption costs) were included as energy-related
objectives. Only four approaches took into account energy consumption as an ecological-
oriented optimization goal. It would be desirable that future work depart from a purely
economic perspective towards an extension in terms of ecological components. This could be
linked to capacity planning for onsite energy generation or energy storage systems in mid-
term planning, which is not yet widely practiced. Moreover, a stronger consideration of other
characteristics, such as various energy utilization factors or alternative production resources
in the upper planning levels, could bring additional benefits in terms of energy efficiency.

In addition to the further integration of energy into mid-term production planning,
especially regarding ecological issues, approaches that address energy along multiple
planning levels or the entire planning hierarchy should be part of future investigations.
Taking into account the interaction of medium-term and short-term planning could enable
a better understanding of energy utilization in production planning. In the analyzed litera-
ture, 27 approaches to energy-oriented production planning combined different planning
levels, out of which 23 jointly pursued lot sizing and scheduling. To the knowledge of
the authors, only four articles linked mid-term planning with short-term planning with
respect to energy orientation so far, and these are briefly summarized below. Ref. [189]
presented a hierarchical production planning approach in which production quantities and
capacities were first considered in aggregate production planning. Then, lot sizing and
scheduling were outlined for the current planning period. This two-step approach aimed
at minimizing inventory holding costs and energy costs. In [161], aggregate production
planning was combined with lot sizing and scheduling. Assuming a microgrid consisting
of a job shop manufacturing system, schedulable and non-schedulable onsite generation,
energy storage, non-manufacturing buildings, electric vehicles, and macrogrid procure-
ment, the system’s total operation costs (capital costs, energy consumption costs, energy
generation costs, energy-selling revenue, power demand costs, maintenance costs, produc-
tion costs) and emission costs were minimized. Ref. [120] carried out master production
scheduling and short-term scheduling in a single machine environment. Quantities for
inventory, backlog, and production, as well as the production sequences, were determined
in order to minimize the resulting operation (inventory/backlog and change-over costs)
and energy costs. Thereby, different process techniques, as a form of speed scaling, allowed
a reduction of energy consumption costs. In the work from [102], the sizing of a renewable
microgrid in terms of master production scheduling was linked to flow shop scheduling.
In performing both investment decisions on microgrid capacity and production scheduling,
the minimization of costs for energy consumption and energy generation was proposed.
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As a third area for further research, the combination of different dimensions regarding
energy utilization (i.e., key topics) and different circumstances for improved energy efficiency
(i.e., characteristics) should be explored in more detail. Possible economies of scale, as well
as competing dependencies, could occur when taking into account several key topics or
characteristics of EOPP at once. An example of the latter is the consideration of energy price
fluctuations and the simultaneous consideration of a power demand threshold, as presented
in [190] as the energy cost dilemma. In a similar way, future studies could analyze possible
interdependencies among the different specifications of energy-oriented production planning
and provide valuable findings for an efficient consideration of energy in production.

In accordance with [13], the authors see additional research potential in the growing
consideration of onsite energy generation and storage systems in production planning as
well. Among the 375 articles, 48 articles included OSG and/or ESSs, of which 39 articles
presented lot-sizing or scheduling approaches. With regard to the above-mentioned aspects
of further research fields, the same applies to the potential for integrating supply-side
considerations into mid-term planning.

In general, the authors assume that especially research approaches that can be grouped
into key topic 3—in other words, energy-supply-oriented production planning models—
have to and will receive more interest in future studies due to the ongoing shift toward
renewable energies and the awareness of resource scarcity. In particular, it is our hope that
the economic consideration of energy will not necessarily be the only main component of
future research on EOPP at the expense of ecological improvements.

6. Conclusions

In this literature review, we were able to derive three key topics and five frequently
found characteristics within energy-oriented hierarchical production planning. For this, we
analyzed and synthesized 375 research articles published between 1983 and 2021 that take
into account energy consumption, load management, and energy supply orientation along
four different planning levels. Across the reviewed literature, the considerations of various
energy utilization factors, alternative production resources, heat integration, multiple energy
sources, and energy storage systems was identified as a frequent model property that enables
improvements regarding energy efficiency. Based on this two-dimensional classification
scheme, a large amount of the existing literature on energy-oriented production planning was
systematically structured. Throughout the article, we linked our findings with 171 research
papers and described different specifications related to each class in detail. In addition,
we outlined four main areas for future research. By providing this work to the scientific
community, we intend to foster further research in the context of production planning and
energy efficiency. For practice-oriented readers, this article can give a sufficient summary
of objectives and opportunities to improve energy utilization through production planning,
and it will hopefully serve as a further step towards green production.
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